
Tuesday, February 6 -Wednesday, February 14, 2024

Cuba’s changing fast! Foreign money is “updating” Cuba’s historical areas. But for now.....
It’s Frozen in time. Poised for change. Experience it before the tourism revolution takes hold. 

Before... McDonalds. High-rises. Billboards. Malls. Flagship stores. New cars. 
Go for the Beauty! The Music! The Dancing! The Cuban Cuisine! The Cigars! The Rum! The People!

Day 1

Discover Authentic Cuba

9 Days / 8 Nights

ARRIVE HAVANA

Tuesday, February 6
Morning departure from Austin, Texas (for other cities, contact 
Cynthia) to Havana for afternoon arrival at Havana’s Jose Marti 
International Airport. Our Cuban VIP Service will handle 
our baggage and all formalities for expedited immigration 
and customs control while we wait in the VIP lounge and enjoy 
complimentary welcome cocktails and beverages. Exchange US 
for Cuban CUC. Our fun and knowledgeable Cuban tour guide 
Mando will meet us at the airport and transfer us to our 
check-in at our private Cuban family-owned luxury in Vedado, a 
very popular area of Havana. Group dinner at paladar offering 
excellent Cuban cuisine and great drinks! Return to 25 Y G 
for a restful nights sleep.
Overnight: Family-owned luxury Hostal 25 Y G (or similar) 
Meals included: Dinner

All-Inclusive Small Group Tour
Havana, Cojimar, Vinales, Cienfuegos, Trinidad, Santa Clara



Wednesday, February 7
Breakfast each morning at every hostal on our tour. Locally 
guided tour of the Fine Arts Museum which 
houses the works of the most prominent Cuban painters 
and sculptors. Afterwards receive a warm welcome at the 
Corona Cigar factory (or sister factory) for 
a VIP private tour to learn about the cigar-making 
process. (Our private guide used to work for them as one of 
their attorneys} Our group leader Mondo will walk 
you through the rows of small stations while workers select 
leaves and roll each cigar by hand. You may be able to 
help! Lunch at one of the best Criolla restaurants in Havana 
followed by a visit to Humidores Habana, where 
the best humidifiers are made in Cuba. Then get a terrific 
inside look into Cuba’s car culture at a 
privately-owned business where artisans restore 
the classic cars (and paint them in just about every color 
you can imagine). You’ll have time to talk with our friends, 
husband and wife Julio and Nidialys, about the cars they 
treasure and the challenges of being small-business owners. 
Later this evening ride around Havana in con-
vertible vintage cars, enjoy an early paladar din-
ner, then experience an unforgettable cabaret show 
at the world famous Tropicana Club. 
Overnight: Hostal 25 Y G,Havana
Meals included: breakfast, lunch, dinner, show

Day 2 OLD HAVANA AND 
TROPICANA CLUB

Day 3 COJIMAR, CUBAN COOKING 
CLASS & HEMINGWAY

See More Tours at
www.travelphiletours.com

For More Information Contact
Cynthia Marion - 214.497.4074

Thursday, February 8
Morning visit to Guanabacoa & Regla, where the Afrocuban 
religion is dominant and learn about its history and traditions. On to 
Cojimar, a small fishing village and inspiration for Hemingway’s The 
Old Man and the Sea. Walk through the village, passing Heming-
way’s favorite watering hole (La Terraza) and casting point for many 
fishing trips. Visit a local Eco-farm supplying fresh vegetables 
and herbs for today’s lunch and learn how Cubans farm without chem-
ical pesticides or additives. Dive into a Cuban cooking class in 
comida at Ajiaco Restaurant, one of the most famous paladars in Cuba. 
Master-chef will lead us in preparing the 5 most traditional of Cuban 
dishes as we learn about the origins of Cuban cuisine from various 
cultures. Dine on the lunch you’ve just helped prepare. Afterwards, 
a World Champion Habano-sommelier will teach us the true 
Cuban way to light and enjoy a cigar, as well as pair 
the cigar with coffee, chocolate,and rum. Return to our hostal for a rest 
before dinner at Ivan Chef Justo paladar, ranked the best in the country.  
After dinner, we go to, we’ll make a short visit to La Cabana Fort to see 
the beautiful Havana nightscape and witness the canonazo canon-firing 
ceremony that’s been held every night for over a century. Sweet dreams 
at our B&B.
Overnight: at our locally-owned luxury B&B
Meals included: breakfast, lunch, dinner



 

Day 4

See More Tours at
www.travelphiletours.com

PINAR DEL RIO & VINALES

For More Information Contact
Cynthia Marion - 214.497.4074

Friday, February 9
First stop at a tobacco plantation in the province of 
Pinar del Rio to see how tobacco is grown and harvested. Due to 
global warming, plantings and harvest are done more frequent-
ly these days so there’s a chance to see mature tabaco tapodo 
plants (the key ingredient making Cuban cigars the best.) See 
why it takes 2-3 years to make a cigar from start to finish! On to 
a vista point for great views of the Vinales Valley before 
arriving at the Mural de la Preshistoria, a 120 meter 
long painting on the side of a mountain by a Cuban follower of 
Mexican artist Diego Rivera. Lunch at a paladar where we’ll dine 
family-style at the farmhouse of this family-run with breath-
taking views of the valley. Walk through the grounds after this 
meal. Visit the Soroa Orchid Botanical Garden featuring Cuban 
orchid species and hundreds of species from around the world. 
Return to Havana for a power-nap before dinner at another 
famous family-owned paladar. 
Overnight: Hostal 25 Y G,Havana
Meals included: breakfast, lunch, dinner

Day 5 EL NICHO WATERFALLS AND 
CHARMING CIENFUEGOS

Saturday, February 10
Leave Havana for the stunning waterfalls in El Nicho Nation-
al Park. Explore the easy walking“Reino de las aguas” wild trail, 
delving into the captivating world of El Nicho and its breathtaking 
waterfalls and natural turquoise green pools. Swim if you like. 
Witness tropical birds inhabiting the area if you’re fortunate. Lunch 
at The Nicho Ranchón. Depart to Cienfuegos, a UNESCO World 
Heritage center, founded by French settlers as reflected in its unique 
architecture not found elsewhere on the island. Cienfuegos, known 
as the “Pearl of the South,” has plenty to seduce travelers. Dinner 
at Villa Lagarto paladar offering delicious fine dining and fabulous 
view! Live latin music of Cuban singer Benny More. 
Overnight: Lagarto Ciudad an elegant and historic private bed and 
breakfast in downtown
Meals included: breakfast, lunch, dinner  



See More Tours at
www.travelphiletours.com

Day 6 CIENFUEGOS AND TRINIDAD

Sunday, February 11
Morning stroll down the quaint, walkable streets of Cienfuegos 
to the central plaza, stop at the Teatro Tomás Terry and Catedral 
de la Purisima Concepcion with time to explore on your own. 
Engage with many of the street vendors and local artists that will 
be selling their work. Later we’ll experience Cienfuegos with the 
Prada’s Family, a lovely fisherman’s 
family. Take their boat to sail along the bay until 
Cayo Carenas, walk around to see the life of the Cuban 
fishermen and end where we’ll dine on homemade seafood. 
Depart for Trinidad (1.5 hour drive). Check in to another 
family-owned hostal and relax. Dinner at Esquina 373 paladar. 
Evening free to explore Trinidad and its nightlife.
Overnight: Lagarto Ciudad (or similar)
Meals included: breakfast, lunch, dinner

For More Information Contact
Cynthia Marion - 214.497.4074

Day 7 COLONIAL TRINIDAD AND 
VALLEY OF THE SUGAR 
MILLS

Monday, February 12
Journey this morning to the Valley of the Sugar Mills 
to visit the Manaca Iznaga Sugar Mill ruins and 
learn about the history of sugar in Cuba. In the first half of 
the 19th century, Cuba was the world’s most important source 
of sugar and a former world economic leader. Learn about 
the importance of Trinidad for the African slave trade that 
existed supported the labor requirements of sugar production.  
Lunch at San José palador, consistently ranked as one of the 
top restaurants in Trinidad. After lunch, enjoy a walking tour 
through central Trinidad stopping at the Plaza Mayor, central 
cathedral, and San Francisco Convent.  Notice how the Cubans 
spared no expense building a beautiful city during the peak 
of the sugar production years.  Return to our hostal for a short 
rest. Dinner at Sol y Son paladar located in an 1800’s colonial 
house featuring delicious Cuban-European fusion cuisine.
Overnight: premiere Hostal Lola or Osmary y Alberto
Meals included: breakfast, lunch, dinner



Day 9 SANTA CLARA AIRPORT & 
RETURN TO USA

Wednesday, February 14
Breakfast then morning exploring the colonial city. Say 
“Adios” to beautiful Cuba this afternoon as we fly home. 

For More Information Contact
Cynthia Marion - 214.497.4074

Day 8 ANCON BEACH AND 
SANTA CLARA

Tuesday, February 13
Morning departure for Ancon, one of the most beautiful beaches 
in Cuba where we’ll relax,mingle and talk with the locals. Lunch 
nearby and then depart for Santa Clara, one of the largest 
and liveliest cities in Cuba, a must visit destination for those with 
a keen interest in Cuba’s history. It’s been a place of pilgrimage 
for Che Guevara worshippers, with two monuments and a museum 
commemorating the man, his life and his part in the rebel victory.
Overnight: Hostal D´Cordero
Meals included: breakfast, lunch, dinner 

See More Tours at
www.travelphiletours.com



See More Tours at
www.travelphiletours.com

PRICING
ALL INCLUSIVE LAND ONLY
$500.00 Deposit Due Upon Booking
Final Payment Due: January 2, 2024

$2892 pp Double shared room
add $390 Single supplement
OPTIONAL GROUP AIR AVAILABLE
$500* round trip Austin-Havana-
Santa Clara-Austin
* airfare subject to change

•Otherwise you must book your own flights on 
American Airlines and may choose to use your Ad-
vantage Miles if you like.(AA is the only air flying 
out of Santa Clara to USA)
• 10 travelers  total must commit for tour to make.
• No refund after notification that trip has made. Buy trip 
insurance as soon as you hear from us that trip is  made
• Pricing based on local Cuban currency. Exchange rates
     may fluctuate and it may be necessary for us to     
     request a surcharge if the US dollar declines in value.

Make Payable to:“TRAVELPHILE TOURS”
Mail Payments to:
1 Huisache Lane Wimberley, TX 78676
 email: cynthiamarion@travelphiletours.com

   Credit Cards Accepted - Add 4 % pass    
through to Cash Price

For More Information Contact
Cynthia Marion - 214.497.4074

•VIP group assistance on arrival at Havana airport pro-
vided for those who arrive at the same time;
•All standard gratuities for guides, drivers, restaurants 
and activities sponsors;
•All meals (8 breakfasts, 7 lunches, 8 dinners)
•8 nights premiere and historic BnB accommodations;
•Cuban island transportation in air conditioned vehicles;
•All activities in Itinerary and entrance fees:
 •Guided tour of Fine Arts Museum;
 •VIP private tour of Cuban cigar factory;
 •Visit to Cuban humidor factory;
 •Inside look at classic car restoration business;
 •Private group ride in classic cars in Havana;
 •Opportunities to learn about challenges 
    faced by small business owners in Cuba; 
 •Unforgettable night of cabaret singing 
    and dancing at world-famous Tropicana Club, 
    in operation since 1934;
 •Private lesson by World-Champion Habano  
   Sommelier on how to light and smoke a 
   cigar paired with coffee, rum and chocolate;
 •Sunset visit La Cabana Fort to witness 
   century-old cannon firing;
 •Visit and tour a tobacco plantation near 
    Vinales;
 •Visit Saroa Orchid Botanical Garden;
 •Entrance to El Nicho National Park & 
   swimming;
 •Several live Latin music performances;
 •Guided walking tours of colonial Coljimar, 
   Cien fuegos, Trinidad, and Santa Clara;
 •Sailboat ride to visit and dine at Cuban 
    fisherman’s home paladar;
 •Guided tour of sugar mill ruins;
 •Free time to explore and shop!

“ALL INCLUSIVE” LAND PACKAGE:
• In advance of our tour start date, a group tour orien-
tation meeting will be offered along with more detailed 
Travel T ips to be sent by email: 
•Fully escorted by Cynthia Marion,Travelphile Tours 
owner;
•Fabulous English speaking Cuban guide (Mando) a 
friend of Cynthia’s who always guides her Cuba tours;
•Cuban travel visa; 

HURRY! BOOK NOW! 
Limited 2 bedded rooms available

NOT INCLUDED: 
•Flight and baggage fees charged by American Airlines;
•Daily tips for hotel maids-pay daily due to hotel shift changes;
•Additional tips by your discretion for exceptional service;
•Beverages unless otherwise specified;
•Personal incidentals
•Any additional activities beyond stated in the brochure such as 
going out to nightclubs, etc



See More Tours at 
www.travelphiletours.com

For More Information Contact
Cynthia Marion - 214.497.4074

Terms and Conditions
IMPORTANT INFO ABOUT CUBA: Cuba is a wonderful exotic country but it’s a “third world” developing country. Cubans are 
extremely friendly and warm people but not yet exposed to international standards of customer service especially regarding punctuality. 
A smile and a “Buenos dias” goes a long way. We’ll make our best efforts to see and do everything in our brochure itinerary however 
there will be times when we may adjust timing, change the order of activities or face unexpected closures. Every day will be an adventure 
and that’s part of the charm and beauty of seeing Cuba today before it changes. Be prepared to enjoy the unexpected , and in the case of 
delays or long lines, remember that you’re visiting a place that has been closed off to the rest of the world for over half a century.

Waiver of Liability
Accidents can happen anywhere, even on a trip to the grocery store. However, traveling anywhere outside the United States, even with 
Travelphile Tours (“TT”), can involve risks and hazards that are far greater than usual. By your placing a check mark on our tour registra-
tion page that you’ve read and agree to our Terms and Conditions, you agree to assume all the risks of traveling in Cuba, however great 
or slight they may be. Because of how and where we travel, and because of the forces of nature (including human nature), you under-
stand that injuries, illnesses, losses, and inconveniences can occur in places where there may be no ready assistance or medical care. You 
also understand that Travelphile Tours, and all of it’s vendors and their employees, agents, officers, contractors, and representatives (to 
avoid repeating this “formula” throughout this document, we will just refer to all of these folks as “us,” “we,” or “our”) do not provide 
any medical, health, or related services, so you agree to take care of your own health needs, and the needs of your spouse and family (if 
any).

In consideration for the opportunity to participate in a tour with TT, not only do you understand and agree to everything we just said
in the previous paragraph, but you also agree, on behalf of yourself and your family members, your spouse, your heirs and/or your 
assigns (to avoid repeating this “formula” throughout this document, we will just refer to all of these folks as “you”) to waive and release 
forever any claim you could ever assert against us. We do our best to provide that your travel experience will be safe, pleasurable and 
fun. Nevertheless, you agree that if something goes wrong, or you have any disputes with us regarding anything, currently or in the fu-
ture, by participating in a tour with TT, you have waived and released any claims you could have brought against us. Part of the fun, and 
part of the risk, of travel is that food, water, lodging, and local customs can be very different from what you are used to. Thus, this waiver 
and release includes, by way of example, and not by way of limitation, any claims you may have regarding: tour accommodations; food 
service, quality or quantity; transportation; sightseeing; or your itinerary, which is subject to change without notice if deemed necessary by 
Travelphile Tours.

Other examples of the claims you are waiving and releasing include, without limitation: labor strikes; theft; political instability; poor roads 
or public services or transportation; actions by police, customs or local law officials; inclement weather; and civil unrest, even events of 
war, sabotage, or terrorism, or other accidental harm to you. By checking the space on our tour registration page that you’ve read and 
agree that you have waived and released and cannot ever bring a claim against us for anything, including without limitation property 
damage, personal injury, damage to your reputation, discrimination, harassment, failure to accommodate you, emotional distress, 
outrage, or even death, or for any other event or situation that occurs, or any other claim that you may have, even if it is not specifically 
listed in this document. Because it is impossible to foresee everything that can possibly go wrong, you agree that you have released and 
waived all claims you may ever have against us, even claims that are unknown, unknowable, unanticipated, or unforeseeable.

By checking the space on our tour registration page that you’ve read and agree that if someone asserts a claim or demand or cause of 
action against you that arises out of or relates to this tour, you agree that you have waived and released any right you may have had to 
seek contribution or indemnity or defense from us. Although we want everyone to have a good time, it sometimes happens that someone 
participating in a tour does things that are incompatible with the safety, comfort or convenience of other people. If we determine that such 
circumstances exist, you agree that we have the right and discretion to expel someone, even you, from a tour at any time, and that you 
have waived and released any rights that you may have to make a claim against us.



You agree that the information provided during the tour is for your own personal enjoyment and not for professional use or personal gain. 
Recording guide lectures by any method (electronic, note-taking, etc.) for professional purposes or personal gain and soliciting business from tour 
members and vendors while on tour or afterwards are strictly prohibited Being on a tour with other people is not a private activity, therefore you 
acknowledge and permit that photos and videos of yourself and your family members may appear in albums and scrapbooks, on websites, and even 
in TT’s promotional information, and that by checking the space on  our tour registration page that you’ve read and agree, you have waived and 
released any rights that you may have to make a claim against us if and when such a thing may occur.

To alleviate any confusion, even though we will be in Cuba, Travelphile Tours Terms and Conditions are governed by the laws of the State of Texas, 
excluding its conflicts laws, and you agree that the sole jurisdiction for any disputes you may have with us is in Texas superior court. By checking 
the space on our tour registration page that you’ve read and agree to our Terms and Conditions means that you have read and fully understand 
our Terms and Conditions. It also means that you know that this document is intended to have a binding legal effect on you. You further understand 
that if you alter this document in any way, we may decline to allow you to participate in this tour and/or any future tours offered by us. You also 
acknowledge that you have read and fully understand and agree to be bound by the Travelphile Tours Conditions, which are incorporated by this 
reference, and that you agree to be bound by all the terms and conditions related to this tour. 

The novel coronavirus, COVID-19 (“COVID-19”), has been reported to be very contagious. While the state of medical knowledge around COVID-19 
is evolving, the virus is believed to spread mainly from person-to-person contact and evidence has shown it can cause serious and potentially 
life-threatening illness and even death. Travelphile Tours( TT) is taking precautionary measures in line with science-based health guidelines to 
protect against the spread of the virus. Nevertheless, TT cannot prevent you from becoming exposed to, contracting, or spreading COVID-19 while on 
an TT tour. Therefore, if you choose to go on tour with TT you may be exposing yourself to and/or increasing your risk of contracting or spreading 
COVID-19. 

Before, during, or after your tour with TT, you may also experience unexpected costs associated with COVID-19, such as, but not limited to, medical 
care, food and lodging during an unexpected quarantine imposed by local health or government officials, missed flights, airport closures, transpor-
tation cancellations or delays, etc. You will be solely responsible for the expenses associated with these circumstances. In the event you experience 
this, TT, to the extent possible, may assist you in securing food, lodging, or transportation but will not be responsible for the associated costs and you 
will be required to reimburse TT for any additional costs it incurs on your behalf.

By checking the space that you have read and agree to TT’s Terms and Conditions on our registration page, you acknowledge the contagious nature 
of COVID-19 and the unknown expenses that may be a result of COVID-19, and voluntarily assume the risk that you may be exposed to or infected 
by COVID-19 or experience unanticipated costs associated with COVID-19 by participating in the TT tour. You also voluntarily assume the risk that 
a COVID-19 infection may result in personal injury, illness, permanent disability, and death. You understand that the risk of becoming infected by 
COVID-19 on an TT tour may result from the actions, omissions, or negligence of myself and others, including, but not limited to TT employees, TT 
partners (and partner employees) and other passengers. You understand that complete knowledge of the risk factors of contracting COVID-19 is not 
known and that unknown or unanticipated risks may result in injury, illness, death or any other loss. You agree that having considered these risks, 
you wish to participate in the tour, and freely and voluntarily assume complete personal responsibility for the risk of expense, exposure, illness, and 
death due to COVID-19, even if such injuries or death occur in a manner that is not foreseeable at the time this agreement is signed.

You for yourself, and on behalf of your and their heirs, assigns, personal representatives and next of kin voluntarily agree to assume all of the fore-
going risks and accept sole responsibility for any injury (including, but not limited to personal injury, disability, and death), illness, damage, loss, 
claim, liability or expense of any kind that you may experience or incur in connection with my TT tour and its activities (“Claims”). I hereby release, 
agree not to sue, discharge and hold harmless TT, its employees, agents, and representatives, of and from the Claims. Including all liabilities, claims, 
actions, damages, costs or expenses of any kind arising out of or related to it. You understand and agree that this release includes any Claims based 
on the actions, omissions, or negligence of TT, its employees, agents and representatives, whether a COVID-19 infection occurs before, during, or 
after participation in any TT tour.

You agree that if any portion of this agreement is found to be void or unenforceable, the remaining portions shall remain in full force and effect. No 
additions, deletions, or changes can be made to the release form, and initialing the registration page is a requirement for joining the tour.

Terms and Conditions (continued from previous page)



For More Information Contact
Cynthia Marion - 214.497.4074

PASSPORT/VISA: A current passport is required to enter both Cuba and to reenter the United 
States. We advise that your passport be valid for at least 6 months prior to expiration. But this is not a requirement. Should you 
lose your passport or visa during the tour, you will be responsible for all expenses incurred regarding replacement including trans-
portation, hotels, meals, etc. for yourself and accompanying tour operator.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY: On a scale of 1-5 with 5 most active, this tour ranges from 1-3. We highly recommend setting 
a walking schedule to help get in shape before you leave on your tour! You will always have the 
option of declining participation with the group should you wish to do something less strenuous or of more interest to you.

SMOKING: No smoking or vaping is allowed in our vehicles or in hotel rooms or during group meals. For safety reasons and to 
protect the health of our guests and employees smoking is only permitted in designated smoking areas. 

DEPOSIT AND REFUND POLICY: Your place with our tour is secured with our receipt of your deposit. Please send your 
deposit (personal check, bank draft or money order) including signed registration form To TRAVELPHILE TOURS, 1 
Huisache Lane, Wimberley, TX 78676. We also accept credit cards including Mastercard, Visa, Discover and 
American Express. A 4% pass-through processing fee will be applied to deposits and/or payments made by credit card. Final payment 
of remaining balance is due to Travelphile Tours no later than Tuesday, January 2, 2024. No cash refunds of airfare from us but 
airlines may issue a flight credit valid for one year from cancellation and no change fees. If you wish to sign up for the tour after 
Tuesday, January 2, 2024 and there is still availability, the entire non-refundable tour price must be paid at time of booking. Prices 
may have changed by that time. If you agree that Travelphile Tours may purchase your group flight in advance of Tuesday, January 
2, 2024 and you cancel your tour for any reason after we’ve purchased your ticket, Travelphile Tours will not be able to refund your 
air ticket price to you. However, there may be a cash refund or travel credit for your air ticket from the airline depending on the 
airline’s refund policy at the time of booking. Due to early payment requirements by our vendors and their terms there will be no 
refunds after we notify you that the tour has made with a minimum of 10 travelers. We highly recommend that you purchase trip in-
surance just as soon as we notify you that our trip has made. Regardless of any other policy stated herein, all payments and deposits 
will be fully refunded if the traveler’s place(s) on the tour can be filled and the tour is filled to capacity. Travelers filling in your place 
must be paying the same price as the cancelled travelers paid in order to receive a full refund. Otherwise  a refund in the amount of 
what the replacement travelers have paid will be made. All payments are fully refundable upon request if the trip commencement 
date is more that 11 months in advance.

*Itineraries are subject to change: We pledge to make every effort to operate our tour as stated in our detailed brochures. However, we need to be flexible 
enough to take advantage of the best value and safest opportunities that come along so that TravelPhile Tours may provide you with the best and safest 
possible tour. Therefore, we reserve the right to alter or curtail the itinerary or substitute private guided tours, hotels and/or conveyances as decided neces-
sary. Travelphile Tours assumes no responsibility for acts of God, cancellations, accidents or delays of any transportation services or any situation beyond our 
control. All expenses incurred by you as a result of the aforementioned will be your responsibility.

Terms and Conditions (continued from previous page)



Cuba 2023Mail Payments to:
1 Huisache Lane 
Wimberley, TX 78676 CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

TRAVELPHILE REFUND POLICY: Our contractual agreements with suppliers require Travelphile Tours to make non-refundable payments once our trip 
makes with no fewer than 10 travelers. No refunds will be made after you’ve been notified that the tour has “made.”
TRAVEL INSURANCE: WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND PURCHASING TRAVEL INSURANCE! If you think you may need to cancel for ANY reason after making 
your deposit and being notified that our tour has made with ten travelers, please take out travel insurance as soon as we notify you that the tour has 
made with 10 travelers. Travel insurance must be purchased to guarantee a refund if anything unexpected occurs prohibiting you from making the 
trip after we reach 10 paying travelers. DO NOT PURCHASE TRAVEL INSURANCE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO BY CYNTHIA MARION.  Suggested travel 
insurance companies from which you are free to choose include: Allianz Travel Insurance at www.allianztravelinsurance.com 1-866-884-3556 or Travel 
Guard at 1-800-826-4919 www.travelguard.com; InsureMyTrip.com. Also your credit card may provide comprehensive travel insurance.
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY ALL OF YOUR RESERVATION INFORMATION BELOW:
Please mail or email a scanned copy of this SIGNED form with your deposit
PASSENGER #1: NAME (as appears on passport) _________________________________________________
MAILING ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________
CITY:___________________________________________________ZIP:____________________
EMAIL ADDRESS:________________________________________
CELLPHONE_____________________PASSPORT #/EXPIRE____________________________________ 
___I plan to take out travel insurance    BIRTH DATE_________________________________
___I have read and understand the refund policy as well as “Terms and Conditions” 
DIET RESTRICTIONS ________________________________________________________________ 
MOBILITY RESTRICTIONS ______________________________________________________________
ANY MEDICAL CONDITIONS WE NEED TO KNOW ABOUT______________________________________________
OTHER PREFERENCES: (example: One or two beds in room)________________________________________
EMERGENCY CONTACT:________________________ PHONE #_________________________________
SIGN HERE:_____________________________________________________________________ 

PASSENGER #2: NAME: (as appears on passport) ________________________________________________
MAILING ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________ 
CITY:___________________________________________________ZIP:____________________
EMAIL ADDRESS:___________________________________________________________________
CELLPHONE:_____________________PASSPORT #/EXPIRE_____________________________________
____I plan to take out travel insurance BIRTH DATE_________________________________
___I have read and understand the refund policy as well as “Terms and Conditions” 
DIET RESTRICTIONS ________________________________________________________________
MOBILITY RESTRICTIONS ______________________________________________________________
ANY MEDICAL CONDITIONS WE NEED TO KNOW ABOUT______________________________________________
OTHER PREFERENCES: (example: I prefer a room on lower floor) ________________________________________
SIGN HERE:___________________________________________________________________
*Itineraries are subject to change without prior notification: We pledge to make every effort to operate our tour as stated in our detailed brochures. However, we 
need to be flexible enough to take advantage of the best value and safest opportunities that come along so that TravelPhile Tours may provide you with the best and 
safest possible tour. Therefore, we reserve the right to alter or curtail the itinerary or substitute private guided tours, hotels and/or conveyances as necessary.   


